2019 Harvest Intern – Pahlmeyer, Napa Valley

Pahlmeyer, a family owned winery in Napa Valley, is looking for a passionate and dedicated Intern to assist with the 2019 Harvest.

Pahlmeyer is globally acclaimed for crafting iconic wines from impeccable fruit, grown on our Estate Vineyard, and from neighbors throughout the Napa Valley. The winemaking team is committed to the highest winemaking standards, to produce world-class wines.

Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
- Data entry and tracking
- Preparing and entering work orders using Vintrace
- Assist with QC
- Assist with inventory management
- Maintain records related to the cellar and winemaking
- Help with cellar and lab work as needed

Key among the requirements for this role are a great attention to detail, being highly organized, and strong computer skills. Additionally, a positive attitude, understanding of winery work and winemaking practices, being adaptable in a dynamic environment, and excellent communication skills are paramount. Candidates must be able to lift 50 lbs., work under minimal supervision, and work for extended hours, including weekends.

Interested and qualified candidates should send a complete resume and cover letter to julie@pahlmeyer.com. For further information, please visit www.pahlmeyer.com.

This position is scheduled to run from July through the end of the year, with potential for full-time employment.
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